Sensory expeditions
purpleSTARS oﬀers ideas that schools might use to make their visits to
museums and heritage sites more engaging and inclusive
This selection of resources has been taken
from the Sensory Expeditions book, created
by purpleSTARS to help people with learning
disabilities get more out of their visits to museums
and heritage sites.
The idea behind a sensory expedition is that visitors
explore the setting looking for items they ﬁnd particularly

interesting or intriguing. Using all ﬁve senses, they collect
material about the item, and use this as the inspiration for
an artefact that captures what the item means to them on a
personal level and memories that it evokes.
For a fuller explanation of the approach and examples of
artefacts people have made, see Please do touch on pages
20-22.

Match the symbols
below to the comic
strip. For example,
in which frame is
touch being used?
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interesting to look at, or have an interesting texture, sound, taste or smell.
If you have a camera or a notepad and pencil then take a picture or make a sketch
of things which you like to look at, or can smell, have a taste, a texture or make a
sound.

TOP TIP

Make a sketch
or take a
photograph of
where each
sound came
from

Taking a picture of afternoon tea in a
Victorian museum
Taking a photograph of the afternoon tea.

which senses did you use?

The comic strip that follows is a summary of the sensory expedition.
Use this worksheet to make a note of which senses you used during the expedition,
and where the senses were used. You can then use this worksheet to remind you of
where you used your different senses for other activities.
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TOP TIP

It’s best to w
ork in pairs,
so that one pe
rson can hold
the microphon
e steady
while the othe
r produces
the sound effe
cts

To obtain a copy of the full
resource, which explains how to
collect smells and textures as well
as how to make sensory labels
and movie sound tracks, contact:
purpleSTARS
RIX Research & Media
University of East London
4-6 University Way, London
E16 2RD.
Tel: 020 8223 7561.

Ideas for sounds
A crackling ﬁre. Squeeze
bubble wrap or a piece of stiﬀ
cellophane. Hold it fairly close to the
microphone for a clear eﬀect.
Walking on gravel. Place a box
of gravel on the ﬂoor and walk on
the spot, or slip a pair of shoes over
your hands and walk on the gravel
that way.
Sword ﬁghting. You can make
realistic sword ﬁghting sounds
by hitting together a pair of large
kitchen utensils, such as a soup ladle
and roasting fork. They need to be
metal for this to work!
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